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ABSTRACT :

In spite of arguments to the contrary, it is apparent
that science and particularly social science contain
an appeal to values . Regardless of the degree of
scientific appeal of the curriculum consultant's design
or model, it is apparent that value judgements play a
role in each stage of the curriculum process .
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Introduction :

In September, 1977, a decision was made by the senior

staff of Hamilton Senior High School, to employ the services

of a curriculum consultant . His function was to assist the

school staff in outlining and following a curriculum design

for producing a responsive and effective curriculum to

meet the needs of a largely ethnic and working class

community . The process followed in undertaking this change

is based on systems technology . The systems approach

relies on identification of needs, selection of problems,

identification of requirements for problem solution,

selection of solutions from alternatives, choosing and

implementing methods and means, evaluating the results

and revising the system so that the needs are eliminated .

Such an approach might appear to be scientific and

lacking in value input, "those preferences," Inlow (Beauchamp,

1975, p . 85) suggests, "in man that influences his choices

in life and that thus decide his behaviour ." In fact,

for the systems model to work, the need for a comprehensive

philosophy of education and consensus on a well identified

and defined value structure is essential . At all stages of

the curriculum process, it will be argued, such a value

structure must be known and accepted by staff members, since

it provides the basis for selection, at each stage of the

curriculum process, of aims, objectives, content, methods/means,

and evaluation techniques . The,crtacial role played by an
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educational theory within the process of curriculum planning

and change suggests the needs for value clarification as the

primary responsibility of the curriculum consultant early in

any curriculum project .

2 .1 The Alternatives Reviewed : The Theoryof Value-Free Science .

The popular perception

in curriculum planning is a

as a body of verified facts which are free from the taint of

value judgments . The basis

father was Francis Bacon, involved the contemplation of data

until a problem and hypothesis

thesis, defined operationally, was tested by using experi-

mental, observational and reproducable methods to prove its

truth or falsity . False hypotheses were abandoned or were

revised until a general theory could be stated . The theory

functions of description, prediction,

compatible with observation, empirical

facts and previously validated theories .

Bacon's approach was eventually to stimulate the influen-

tial positivit movement, whose attitudes survive to-day .

Positivists saw scientists as determining truth, while

meaning, as shown by how any statement was empirically

verified, belonged to the philosopher .

Although the theory accepted tautologies as well as scientific

generalisations, it excluded normative theory and ethical

judgments . Positivists feel that facts and values are

was characterized by its

and explanation, and was

of a value free systems design

response to the belief in science

of this scientific faith, whose

suggested itself . The hypo-
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irreducible to each other and value statements could be

	

J

proven neither true nor false . For instance, it was possible

to agree to factual judgments concerning a situation and to

disagree on the value judgments related to the same situation.

Although values could not be shown as good or bad according

to the scientific procedure, the positivists did admit that

science pr,Vides the factual information to ascertain :

1 . if an object can be achieved, 2 . by what alternative means

and with what probabilities, 3 . the side effects and consequ-

ences . By providing this information, values may be

changed to fit the new evidence discovered by science .

Extensive scientific information and the scientists in his

role qua scientist lead

	

to changes in basic valuations by

causing reappraisals of the issues . In essence, scientific

results and progress may suggest values, although the

individual as an individual is still required to weigh and

choose from among the values

	

involved, and this is not and

cannot be the responsibility of science.

Weber (1973, p . 521) has suggested that the very fact

that value judgments can be distinguished from technical

problems suggests the viability of a positive value free

social science . Consequently, Nagel (1973, p . 742) adds, the

self-corrective scientific method can gradually overcome

hidden values and assumptions .

	

It is believed that once

value judgments are decided upon, then the scientific

procedure begins . Value bias, caused by the effects of the



society upon the scientific method can also be recognized

and consequently this difficulty can be corrected .

If science is value free, how does this relate to the

'science' of curriculum?

2 .2 A Scientific Curriculum Design?

The approach of the positivists has been expanded by

curriculum theorists to includE( curriculum,; defined by

Beaucham4975, p . 58) as "a set of related statements that

gives meaning to the schools curriculum-by pointing up the

relationships among its elements, and by directing its

development, its use and its evaluation ."

As early as 1918, Bobbitt suggested the scientific

method as a means to identify the activities and predis-

positions of adults for creating a school curriculum that

would prepare children for that kind of adult life.(Beauchamp,

1975, p . 65 .) Ralph Tyler, in 1949, related curriculum

theory directly with scientific theory building by including

within curriculum all the common principles of the scientist :

careful use of technical terminology, analysis, classific-

ation of knowledge, and use of predictive research to

increase the number of firm generalizations and laws .

Tyler's model suggests scientific methods and solutions as

a process approach for answering four basic questions related

to school purposes, experiences to realize these purposes,

organization of these experiences, and evaluation of these

purposes . (Tyler, 19 69, p . 5 .)

	

The Tyler process involves
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gathering data from the learners, subject specialists, and

society . Objectives are formulated, and are then filtered

through philosophical values to screen those objectives i `j,nusY.,. .x,

unfavourable for a good life and to identify those goals

implied in the school's philosophy . Tyler does admit that

the school philosophy must be clearly stated, and its

implications spelled out . (Tyler, 1969, p . 24-5)

The Tyler rationale is now somewhat dated and has

been justly criticized for its linear structure and

unidirectional flow from objectives to evaluation .

A modern relationship between science and curriculum

design has been well described by Schaffarzick . (1975, p . 38)

Design, Schaffar.zick suggests, is concerned with the con

struction of artifices to meet goals . This is done by

adapting the substance and organization of the artifact to

the surroundings in which it operates .

	

The artifact is the

curriculum including materials and instructions . Its

surroundings include the nature of the learner, both as an

individual and as a member of the social group and

culture . A science of instructional design involves the

study of instructional materials and the educational

environment including the learner, and how the learner and

educational artifact interact . Emphasis is placed on how

modifications of the instructional artifact change the

nature of this interaction . This design develops a

symmetrical relationship between basic research and social

application by forcing science into active contact with the
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problems of design . Science, concerned with experimental

study and the discovery of scientific questions.,is related

to the identification of possible social applications of

principles, developmental activity and evaluation of

products . This, in turn, feeds back the unsolved general

design problems for the identification and solution by the

scientific method . A bidirectional flow is created whereby

science uses its methodologies to pursue questions of data

but questions are now drawn from attempts at social applic-

ation, including attempts to design products and meet

social needs . Emphasis of the design relies on scientific

observation, testing, and revision .

A popular and widely used scientific approach to curriculum

design, utilizing Schaffarzick's approach, is the modern
,Darns

systems theory . Oliver 11975, p . 62) criticizes traditional

curriculum design for its value laden, unrelated objectives,

and suggests that systems theory is based on empirical data .

Kaufman (1972, p . 1) praises the approach as "a process

tool for more effectively and efficiently achieving

educational outcomes" as well as a tool for meeting the needs

of the learner, as a tool for change and as a problem solving

model . Bertalanffly (19680 supports systems design for

its scientific forecasting ability, control and reliability

while other authors

	

_ .

	

. suggest that its method

is more powerful, more sensitive to empirical data with

greater logic and rigour of testing . Edney (1972, p . 7) notes

that the design is independent .of learning theories and may

be used for any philosophy of education.

__ .'
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A system is defined as the sum total of its parts

working independently and working together to achieve the

required results . (Kaufman,1972, p . 1) The first step of

the process involves needs identification, based on deter-

mining the gap between where the school is and where it

ought- ,to be . The data must represent the actual world of

learners as it presently exists and as it should exist, and

the discrepancies must be identified in terms of end behav-

iours rather than means . Participants include learners,

parents, and educators with the designer focusing on the

nature of knowledge, the nature of the learner and the

nature of society . Values are 'scientifically' analyzed

by the Sweigert Model (Kaufman,1972, p . 42) by determining

the current values of each partner, determining their

desired values as each perceives them, determining each

partners perceptions of the values of the other partners,

both presently and in the future, and by determining the

match and mismatch between these differential current and

future perceptions of values . If there is disagreement in

values, there is need for better mutual understanding . Use

of the Delphi Technique involving anonymity, iteration,

controlled feedback and statistical group response, may

produce a statistical group response which weighs the responses

of all individuals with an indication of normative outcomes .

The design, of course, assumes that there is at desire, on

	

""11 '

the part of the participants to compromise their values, and

that sufficient agreement exists among the partners that

planning can take place.
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Surveys and questionnaires as well as empirical measurement

of the present functioning of the school provide other forms

of measurement .

Once agreement has been reached on needs, one determines

the problem, stated in measurable performance terms, based

on documented needs . The solution requirements and solution

alternatives are determined by comparing the statement of the

problem with the current situation and desired outcome .

	

The

problem is broken up into a series of stages, specified by

desired outcomes, stated in behavioural terms (by whom, under

what conditions, measured by what criteria) .

	

These are the

mission objective, or what the system is to accomplish, the mis-

sion profile, function analysis and task analysis .

The mission profile examines the total problem from the

point of view of moving from where the school is at present

to where it should be and considers 1 . the establishment of

programs of planned change, 2 . implementation and 3 .

evaluation of planned change projects . The mission profile

statesindividual outcomes which, by analyzing what should be

done and the criteria used to guage success, gives the

proper order of logically sequenced steps or jobs to achieve

the need . Function analysis is a statement of individual

outcomes which fulfills the requirements needed to accomplish

each step in the mission profile . Task analysis breaks the

problem into the smallest planning units ; task listing and
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task description. Each fulfills the steps listed under

function analysis .

Method/means analysis follows . Methods are strategies

for achieving performance requirements and means are the

vehicles by which the strategy is achieved . Methods/means

identifies the maximum possible number of methods and the

advantages and disadvantages of each for achieving the

requirements identified in the system analysis . Following

methods/means analysis, there is a data base of feasible

"whats" for problem solution, and a data base of possible

"hows" and the advantages and disadvantages of each .

This approach permits a feasibility study of methods and

means and forces a consideration of alternatives .

The next step is the selection of solution strategies

from alternatives . This is done by a variety of methods

including operations research, planning--programming-

budgeting systems or systems analysis . Systems analysis

involves systematic examination and comparison of alternative

actions which are related to the accomplishment of the

objectives, as well as a comparison of resource costs and

benefits attached to alternatives .

Implementation is doing what was planned, including

~. .
purchasing materials, trying out the project on a trial

	

s

population, and evaluating and revising the results with
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such schemes as PERT, (Program Evaluation Review Technique)
ki d

the Critical Path Method .
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Revision is continuous and ongoing, as a result of

formative evluation to ensure self-correction that enables
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needs to be met .

The entire process provides accountability based on

1 . realization of real needs, 2 . the involvement of learners,

the community and educators in determining expected outcomes,

and 3 . the shared responsibility for outcomes among each

partner .

The systems paradigm is logical, orderly, systematic

and self-correcting fulfilling the requirements of a

scientific model . Crucial to the process is operationaliz

ation of needs into objectives which clearly state the

pattern of behaviour the school product should demonstrate.

Each step of the operation is broken into manageable bits,

properly sequenced, checked for relevance, and provides a

basis for evaluation. (Frost, 1969, p . 375, Rowntree,1974, p . 34)

Nevertheless the model fails to examine the question of

values and school philosophy closely enough . Even within the

scientific model, values play a crucial role as modern research
aw Ma-s-svtir.C h 4.;.,. ., X uf ~.kwt 1rc .k:w

has demonstrated . at
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Although values may appear to have little impact on

science from the above discussion, it is argued that science

and certainly social science of curriculum design is value

loaded. Scientists, as Rudner (1973, p . 540) notes, constantly

make value judgments ; initially to have a science, and in

selecting alternative problems for study . Popper (1959, p . 38)

suggests that scientific discovery is based on faith ; bold

ideas, unjustified anticipation and speculative thought, all

of which suggest metaphysical connotations . Scientists as
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scientists do have personal predilections . Since no

scientific hypothesis is completely verified, using the

inductive method, (Popper, 1959, p . 280) the acceptance of a

hypothesis must be based on the value judgment that the

evidence is sufficiently strong or probability sufficiently

high to justify the acceptance .

	

The scientist would also

consider the seriousness of the adverse consequences of being

wrong in his acceptance of a hypothesis and such value-laden

considerations effect his judgment .

In providing knowledge, (Smith, 1975 p . 3) Science

provides power to shape the world . Scientific knowledge

cannot be divorced from its use, because science not only

describes the present but predicts future events . Prediction

leads to greater control, and control is not only a scientific

decision but also a moral one .

	

Since science is oriented

to change, research is forced into value stances .

The process of science is itself value laden. Rogersi(~ :~

and Polyani (1968) both suggest that science is a

human enterprise resting on human insights, by those best

qualified to know. Choices of direction and choices re:

values are constantly made, and these are personal choices

for which evidence often does not exist .

Kuhn (1974, p . 23) has pointed out that scientists

normally commence with and work within a theory or paradigm ;

a symbolic construction designed to bring generalizable

facts into systematic relationships . Much of the work of

scientists consists in felling out and justifying the paradigm

simply because it is more successful than its competitors in
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solving problems .

This suggestion of the role of theory is broadened by

Conant, (1952, P " 107) who argues that :

in the background of most peoples thoughts there
appears to be a world hypothesis to portions of which,
at least, they have a high degree of attachment . . . . I
doubt the ability of most people to escape from some
elements of a conceptual scheme which is keyed to
human conduct, to moral principles or ethical rules
and to value judgments .

In effect, all phenomena are perceived from a particular

perspective and what the scientist sees is limited by his

culture and value judgments as to those theories which he

believes to be representative of reality . These theories reflect

the willingness of individuals to move in certain ways and

reflect their views of good and bad . Indeed, the Marxist

'unmasking' tradition (Vermeulen, 1973 p . 238 ; Nagel, 1973,

p . 544) goes beyond this to argue that scientific progress

is determined not by reason but by social factors of the

time such as economic interests .

	

Social theories are viewed

as simply opportunistic rationalizations of the existing

structure and distribution of wealth and reveal more about

the makers than the world .

Of course, acceptance of this theory raises the question

as to whether the view expressed above is also a reflection

of the social structure's current historical development .

Regardless of the truth of the "unmasking tradition",, it

is apparent that most research in science is .aimed at

finding solutions to immediate, pressing problems . Facts

and values are interrelated and often determine each other .
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Value statements are usually supported by factual statements,

and a scientific or rational approach to the judgment of

values exists . Similarily values suggest the actions leading

to empirical data .

Vermeulen (1977, p . 236) suggests that the acceptance

of the positivist fact-value dichotomy removes the respon-

sibility for proving which values are correct, since values

can be declared neither tuue nor false . To be responsible is

to be accountable or under the obligation to justify an

action . For the positivists, the relationship between

science and values has an unrealistic "intrinsic, contingent,

and arbitrary nature ."

3 .2 Values in Social Science and Curriculum Design :

In comparing the relationship of science to the social

sciences, O'Connor (1958' p . 92) has suggested that the social

scientific laws of human nature tend to be more changeable

than scientific laws, while human morals and man's nature

makes social science research both more difficult to

undertake in non-laboratory conditions and to formulate into

accurate predictive theories .

If one accepts the existence of two types of theory,

descriptive as related to scientific propositions, and

prescriptive as related to normative theories, then it is

apparent that education is closer to prescriptive theories .

Indeed, Dewey 1961, p . 383) has declared : "If we are willing

to conceive education as the process of forming fundamental

dispositions, intellectual and emotional towards nature and

fellow men, philosophy may be even be defined as the general



theory of education ." A good philosophy includes a theory of

knowledge and a philosophy of education should lead to decisions

concerning a theory of content selection, choice of methods/means,

and evaluation . O'Connor (1958, p . 4) suggests that education

consists of :

1 . values or id6als embodied in purposes for which

knowledge, skills and attitudes are imparted .

2 . A set of theories to explain or justify techniques for

imparting knowledge, skills and attitudes .

3 . Techniques for imparting knowledge, skills and attitudes .

Beauchamp (1975, p . 40) quotes Broudy to suggest that a unified

theory of education would include :

a . the present and projected kinds of knowledge and

personality traits required for citizenship, vocation, and

self-development .

b . A unified theory of education must be clear about the

uses of schooling .

c . A unified theory must be judicious about the latest

developments in learning theory and teaching technology .

d . A unified theory has to provide for general and special

education for differences in ability and bent .

Theorizing, then.,is not simply the process of establishing

facts and relationships among empirical data . It is not enough

simply to list alternative solutions, alternative methods/means

to reach these solutions and to expect a 'magical' scientific

formula to work out the answers . Curriculum theory is related

directly to making choices . To make these choices, it is vital
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that the curriculum theory commence with a well identified,

clear set of accepted values for making decisions . These

values will provide the basis for curriculum decisions throughout

the design.

Gardner (1969, p . 154) has suggested that Ralph Tyler's

model which permits freedom in choosing curriculum needs from

the areas of person, society, and subject allows far too much

freedom and hence is indeterminate with respect to the

problem . Gardner (1969, p . 145) feels that it is only by prior

commitment to a philosophic system that the curriculum can be

predetermined, and "concepts of personality, society and subject

matter are consequent upon metaphysical distinctions of a major

philosophy . . . ." A given conception of science may lead to one

curriculum while a different conception of science may lead to

another . The differences may not be in subject matter but in

the view of reality, inquiry, knowledge and practices upon which

each are based . (Gardner, 1969, p . 156)

	

Gardner finds no

provision in Tyler's rationale for the selection of basic

concepts . Nor does Tyler suggest anywhere that the curriculum

designer may be a committed person with a well developed value

theory which he wishes to implement . Gardner's (1969, p . 156)

cogent conclusion is that the "position is an appeal to science

for knowledge of reality but within sciences there are disagreements

on the answers to the very problems with which education is most

concerned ; the nature of man, of society and of knowledge ." Professor

Hill (1977, p . 10) has added that Tyler fails to include any

questions "which relate to the ethical dimension of the teacher-pupil
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relationship, or to the correlation of specific objectives with

a larger view of the educated person ." It is only by prior

commitment to a set of values, that the designer can predetermine

his needs.

Emans model of curriculum development suggests that values

must be placed first .

	

From the universe of values, rationally

organized by a philosophy of education, emerges curriculum

needs, as defined by objectives, learning activities and

evaluation . As Herrick (Emans, 1966, p . 34) notes, it is "more

useful if the curriculum worker saw philosophy as a process for

putting the whole design to work in making important decisions on

curriculum ."

f
i



relationship between curriculum and values with his contention

that the selection of aims means selection among values . He

notes that it is impossible to be value free since the values are

embedded in every curriculum assumption . Consequently, it is

desirable to admit and obtain consensus on value positions at the

outset .

Goodlad (1966, p . 25) has supported this view of the

Smith, Stanley and Shores (Beauchamp, 1975 p . 85) express the

same idea in another way :

The heart of a culture is its universals . The heart of the
universals is the values, or, in other words, the rules by
which people order their social existence . These rules, when
built into the personalities of the individuals comprising the
society, create the personality type peculiar to the culture .
Hence, the heart of any satisfactory educational program consists
of those basic values that give learning to the purposes,
plans, and activities of the individual .

Like Kuhn's scientific paradigm, educationalists work from

preconceived values, usually culturally determined, which, in turn,

influence their statements of aims, and each subsequent step of

the linear design sequence .

Actual proof of the importance of values in curriculum design

is evident by how different epistemologies differ in their choice

of subject content, teaching strategies, learning theory,

curriculum model, objectives, and evaluation methods .

	

By looking

at a few theories of knowledge, the role that values play in choice

is clearly apparent .
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MODEL SHOWING RELATIONSHIP OF VALUES IN A THEORY OF EDUCATION WITH CURRICULUM DESIGN :
After Hill, 1977

THEORY OF EDUCATION: LEARNING THEORY :

	

SUBJECT CONTENT :

	

MODELS :

	

OBJECTIVES : EVALUATION :

Concerned with cult- Use of scient- History, Politics, Futuristic, By absolute
ural relativity of ific method, Sociology, cult- Problem Solving, criteria : Eval-
knowledge . enquiry, & ural beliefs & Consequential uation for the

problem solving . democratic pract- Social adaptation . teacher and society .
ices .

Positivists : Use of Problem Solving . Pick and choose Futuristic and
the scientific method subjects in which Traditional . Absolute criteria :
to solve problems . to identify and Evaluate for

solve problems . teacher & society .

Existentialist : Belief in
self-knowledge and free
choice .

Concern with rel-
evance, motivation,
learner's interests .that

Favours ethical and
psychological areas

teach ethical
dev . & free choice .

innovative,
contract,
stress on
student .

self-reAliz-
ation .

Evaluate for
pupil development .

Essentialist : Belief in acquisition of key ideas must Commitment Use Behavioural Evaluate on
learning inherited concepts . be covered. based, with objectives . absolute criteria :
tI~uths in disciplines . traditional knowledge of great

ot .ieztation. ideas .

Formalist : Concern with Acquisition of cover key traditional Stress on knowledge
methodology, and structure structure and subject areas and subject of methodology and
of each discipline . methodology . oriented . subject based on

absolute criteria.

Sociological Model :



The differing views towards the aims of education, based on

different value systems, is clearly apparent in Doll's (1974, pp . 14 &

15 .) comparison . To "develop learners intellectually," traditionalists

favour certain subjects to 'train the mind' better than other

subjects . Progressivists believe that all subjects are potential

contributors to intellectual development . Traditionalists believe

that students learn by using their heads, while progressivists

favour using heads and "hands" in the development of the "whole"

child . Traditionalists believe that education is absorbed from
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the written and spoken word while progressivists favour experience

by solving problems . Traditionalists see education as instruction

while progressivists conceive of it as creative self-learning .

From this review, it is apparent that epistemologies and values

influence the ways by which aims are realized in the curriculum .

Even definitions and concepts differ . Nuthall's (1973, p . 47)

review of differing teaching methods illustrates the conflict

over objectives . Behaviouralists stress behavioural objectives,

arranged in small steps to guide and reinforce learning . Another

design might disagree that understanding, thinking and appreciation

can be reduced to observable student responses, elicitation and

reinforcement . Instead they might stress process and experiences

underwent by the child in school . Differences also arise as to

whether subject matter should be ordered logically or psychologically,

based on subject centered views versus experience centered views .

It may be that both methods are equally suitable for achieving the

needs as outlined in the curriculum. The choice of method chosen

by the teacher will depend not so much on the relative efficiency

tb
-1
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of each method but on the teachers view of human personhood .

When one examines Morris L Bigge's (1966, pp . 18--19) ten different

approaches to learning theory including humanisrn,

	

natural

unfoldment, herbartionism, conditioning, insight and others, all of

which suggest different theories of human personhood and different

teaching methods, the need for agreement on values becomes more

pressing .

It may be felt that content can be selected by a 'scientific'

approach, using society . Even here definite values become apparent .

Thorndike's (Hill, 1977,

	

quantification of spelling word

frequencies determined by those most frequently used by society,

tends to reflect the white Anglo-Saxon values of his society .

Rather than being value neutral, children who learned words

such as "china" gained a value laden view of a particular type of

society . This 'scientific' approach fails to deal with such ethical

questions as ; "should everyone learn what most children learn?"

or "how relevant is spelling to begin with?" .

Similarily evaluation involves the value judgment as to the

benefit which emerges from it . Does society, the teacher, the

parent or the student reap the benefits . If it is the pupil, then

it is necessary to consider whether the student is being measured

against himself, his peers, or against a criterion model . (Hill, 1977,

p . 10)

Each aspect of curriculum design clearly involves hidden

assumptions which carry values .

Value Inputs into the Curriculum Change Model at Hamilton High School . 4 .1

In spite of the logical, orderly, systematic and self-correcting
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'systems' model being used for curriculum planning and development

at Hamilton High School, a number of value inputs are apparent .

The adoption of a 'systems' approach suggests some underlying

assumptions . These include the belief that human needs can be

identified and quantified, and that solutions can be found to all

problems . These assumptions, in themselves, suggest a value laden,

behaviourist view of human personhood .

In operating the needs assessment procedure, a computer analysis

of the ERIC Document collection has revealed an incredibly wide

number of needs assessments, many of which seemed equally useful, but

employed different techniques . For instance some stressed inputs

involving interviewing, as opposed to a variety of questionnaire

techniques . The choice of the type of needs assessment, is, in

effect, a value choice on the part of the evaluator .

The construction of the questionnaire itself involves some

value judgments . Should a questionnaire which has been used

elsewhere be employed, or should the school develop its own

instruments and objectives.

	

Should objectives include only what is

presently taught at the school, or should it include items which

might be regarded as desirable such as religious education? To which

groups should the questionnaire be administered, and what sampling

should be undertaken?

Although the analysis of the questionnaire is straight forward,

there is a grey error in deciding what needs are critical and

what needs are presently satisfied . The line dividing achieved

from critical needs may be statistically based, but a value judgment

is required in accepting this statistic .

Even the determination of needs may be value loaded . Consultation

with educational groups and the use of the Delphi Technique will
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provide useful guidelines, provided the community is compact and

small enough to possess agreement on the characteristics of an

educated individual, and a view of human nature and how it should

be nourished . Only if a consensus is reached on philosophical

and ideological considerations, through sufficient matching of

perceptions and goals, can a unified, and rational curriculum be

implemented . If agreement cannot be reached, it may become the

role of the curriculum consultant to 'sell' certain value judgments

in order to promote consensus .

The sampling procedure also involves value judgments . What

weight should be placed upon the perceptions of students as

compared to teachers and parents? Should the professional educators

be given extra input, and if they are given this, is there much

possibility that they will agree upon any one conceptual model

of learning? Should upper school students who are fewer in numbers

be given equal representation with lower school? To what extent

should the school reflect the perceptions of the parents and

the community? Should the school simply accept their beliefs or

should the school attempt to modify and lead community opinion?

Answers to these questions all involve choices based on a value

base . Delineation of needs by the nurriculum planning committee

involves a weighing of school values and goals with a wide

variety of other inputs including research findings, perceptions

of students and parents, utilization of data concerning a community

profile, evaluation reports and other information . There is no

magic formula by which this massive amount of information can be

combined to reveal needs. Problem specifications are very much

based on judgments of personal value, and needs for some groups may not
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exist for others . Determination of school problems emerge as a

compromise, a willing

	

give on some points in return for the

acceptance of others, in order to highlight problem areas on which

most people agree .

Similarily the selection of a solution from a series of

alternative solutions depends on a number of factors, which

relate to individual choice, based on a common consensus of the

values of the participants, as well as consideration of restraints .

Restraints include such points as the current political and

cultural situation, and financial limitations ; matters concerned

with values .

	

Educational efficiency of the solutions as related

to fulfilling the systems needs may, in fact, be rated less highly

than a systems analysist would like. Furthermore, if there is

more than one viable alternative solution, there is simply

no decision process which can decide the appropriate solution

other than personal choice based on a consensus of values .

Implementation of the curriculum, according to a systems approach,

still involves design by individual teachers, who

use their personal interests in the selection of specific content

and teaching resources . Similarly, awareness of their own strengths

and weaknesses in teaching, determines means by which new courses

will be taught, regardless of school aims . Although teacher

involvement through inservice training and discussions may suggest

teaching methods appropriate with the school goals, the ultimate

choice belongs to the teachers .

Conclusion:

Although the systems model is circular, permitting revision
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and self-correction of problems through time, it is apparent

that the boundary surrounding the system is a range of values

which are injected at each point in the systems design. A

curriculum consultant cannot be value neutral . His success may

depend on determining consensus on values, and then inculcating

these goals within all teachers through tenacity and constant

exposure of the teachers to statements applying these values .

In this way the systems model can be made to operate in a manner

congruent with the aims of the school .

This essay has reviewed the relationship of values to science

and the science of curriculum development to dtermine whether a

curriculum consultant can legitimately market his services in

terms of a value-free science . It has been suggested that in spite of

the apparent appearance of science and curriculum design as value

neutral, a closer examination reveals a different picture . Social

Science and curriculum design cannot be value free, but rely upon

implementation of a cohesive philosophical theory . A curriculum

consultant who sells his services in support of a particular educational

theory may be of more use than one who pretends to be 'value free' .
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